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ABSTRACT
In the research area of spatial databases, query processing
based on uncertain location information has become an im-
portant research topic. In this paper, we propose an index
structure for the case that the locations of a query object
and target objects are imprecise and specified by Gaussian
distributions with different parameters. The index structure
efficiently supports probabilistic spatial range queries, which
is an enhanced version of traditional spatial range queries,
by considering the properties of Gaussian distributions. We
implement the proposed index structure using GiST, a gen-
eralized index structure, and we evaluate its performance
based on the experiments.

1. INTRODUCTION
Efficient processing spatial database queries have become

more important in the applications that treat location infor-
mation. Especially, due to the development of mobile com-
puting and sensor networks, new technologies are required
to process different types of spatial queries. For instance,
consider to support decision making of mobile robots [14].
A mobile robot often estimates its own location based on
sensor information and its movement history, but it is diffi-
cult to get an exact location due to the measurement errors
and noise. It means that we need to handle uncertain lo-
cation information. Use of a probabilistic distribution for
expressing the imprecise location of an object is paid much
attention recent years [2, 3, 7, 12, 13, 15, 16].
In this paper, we consider the problem of spatial query

processing when the imprecise locations of objects are rep-
resented by Gaussian distributions. We assume that the
situation when a query object and the target objects in a
database obey Gaussian distributions with different param-
eters. As an example, consider a mobile robot is moving in
a sensing field and it issues a spatial query while the move-
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ment to find nearby obstacles. Assume that the locations
of obstacles are also described by probabilistic distributions
as the result of sensing. The robot estimates its location by
using its sensors and historical information; for the estima-
tion, probabilistic techniques are often used and then the re-
sulting location is represented as a probabilistic distribution
[14]. To process range queries based on probability distribu-
tions, we need to develop efficient ways to reduce processing
cost considering the properties of probabilistic distributions.
The most popular way to accelerate query processing is to
construct an appropriate index structure. In this paper, we
propose an index structure to support spatial range queries
for query and target objects which obey Gaussian distribu-
tions (we call them Gaussian objects in this paper).

The index structure proposed in this paper is implemented
using GiST, a generalized extensible index structure [5].
GiST provides a generic facility to construct an index struc-
ture based on the application requirements; a user can adap-
tively extend the basic index structure by adding some re-
quired functions. For example, the implementation of the
GiST library (libgist) [8] includes the definitions of B-trees
and R-trees. In this paper, we construct an index structure
that stores Gaussian distributions and accepts a query ob-
ject which also obeys a Gaussian distribution, and performs
a probabilistic spatial range query efficiently.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

• We define a new type of spatial query called a proba-
bilistic spatial range query in the context that a query
object and target objects are Gaussian distributions
with different parameters.

• A spatial index structure for the efficient processing of
probabilistic spatial range queries is proposed.

• The implementation strategy of the index structure
based on GiST is provided, and its effectiveness is eval-
uated based on the experiments.

2. RELATED WORK
For indexing Gaussian distributions, Böhm et al. proposed

an index structure called a Gauss-tree [1]. They assume that
both of a query object and target objects are represented by
multi-dimensional Gaussian distributions as in this paper.
The overall structure of a Gauss-tree resembles to that of
an R-tree [4, 9], but it maintains parameters to represent
the stored distributions in leaf and nonleaf nodes. In a leaf
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node, Gaussian objects with similar average and distribu-
tion values are clustered. It contains the maximum and
minimum values of averages and distributions. A leaf node
also contains an approximation function, which is a sum-
marization of the set of Gaussian objects in the node and
gives the upper-bound of the underlying Gaussian distribu-
tions. An internal node further summarizes the information
of the underlying nodes then constructs their approximation
function and the parameters of the function is stored in the
node. In this way, the Gauss-tree maintains a tree-based
summarizing structure for Gaussian objects.
The problem of the Gauss tree is that it assumes the di-

mensions of Gaussian distributions are probabilistically in-
dependent. In other words, each distribution axis of a Gaus-
sian function should be parallel to a dimensional axis. Due
to this restriction, it cannot be applied to general settings.
In contrast, the index structure proposed in this paper can
handle arbitrary Gaussian objects.
For the implementation of our index method, we employ

GiST [5], a generic index method which is extensible by
adding required functions. In its software distribution called
libgist [8], some example extensions such as B-tree and R-
tree are contained. GiST is also employed in PostgreSQL
[10]. Its R-tree feature is based on GiST.
In [6], we proposed a query processing technique for prob-

abilistic spatial range queries for Gaussian distributions. In
the approach, however, the location of the query object is
only uncertain and described by a Gaussian distribution.
The target objects stored in the database is multidimen-
sional points and indexed by a conventional spatial index
such as an R-tree. The method proposed in this paper ex-
tends the target objects to Gaussian distributions.

3. PROBABILISTIC RANGE QUERIES

3.1 Definition of Queries
In this paper, we assume that the underlying data objects

(called target objects) and a query object are Gaussian dis-
tributions with different parameters. The dimensionality of
the space is generally given by d (d ≥ 2). We omit the case
of d = 1 because it is exceptional and a simple way of search
exists.

Definition 1 (Gaussian Distribution)
The probability that a query object q is located at xq is
defined by a d-dimensional Gaussian probabilistic density
function

pq(xq) =
1

(2π)
d
2 |Σq|

1
2

exp

[
−1

2
(xq − q)tΣ−1

q (xq − q)

]
,

(1)
where Σq is a d× d covariance matrix and q is the average
of the distribution. Similarly, the location of a target object
oi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) in the database O is also represented by a
Gaussian distribution

pi(xi) =
1

(2π)
d
2 |Σi|

1
2

exp

[
−1

2
(xi − oi)

tΣ−1
i (xi − oi)

]
.

(2)
Note that target objects have different averages and covari-
ance matrices. 2

Next, we introduce the notion of a probabilistic range
query.

Definition 2 (Probabilistic Range Query)
Given a query object q, a distance threshold δ, and a prob-
ability threshold θ (0 < θ < 1), a probabilistic range query
(PRQ) is defined as follows:

PRQ(q, δ, θ) = {oi|oi ∈ O,Pr(‖xq − xi‖ ≤ δ) ≥ θ}, (3)

where ‖xq − xi‖ represents the Euclidean distance between
xq and xi. More concretely, we can define Pr(‖xq−xi‖ ≤ δ)
as follows:

Pr(‖xq − xi‖ ≤ δ) =

∫∫
χδ(xq,xi) · pq(xq) · pi(xi)dxqdxi,

(4)
where

χδ(xq,xi) =

{
1, if ‖xq − xi‖ ≤ δ
0, otherwise

(5)

is a binary indicator function. 2

The definition states that the target object oi belongs to the
query result if the probability that oi is within δ from q is
greater than or equal to θ.

3.2 Probability Evaluation
The basis of our query processing is how to evaluate the

probability given by Eq. (4) for the query object q and a
target object oi (1 ≤ i ≤ n). We describe the idea using the
following example.

Example 1
For the illustration purpose, we consider the one-dimensional
case. Assume that the Gaussian distributions for q and oi
are given as

pq(xq) =
1√
2πσq

exp

[
− (xq − q)2

2σ2
q

]
(6)

pi(xi) =
1√
2πσi

exp

[
− (xi − oi)

2

2σ2
i

]
. (7)

In Figure 1, we illustrate two distributions using xq as the
y1-axis and xi as the y2-axis. Although objects q and oi may
exist anywhere in the plane, the case that their distance is
less than or equal to δ happens when the point (q, oi) is
located within the shaded band. 2

q

oi

y1

y2

(q, oi)

d

d

dd

Figure 1: Evaluation of Probability
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This idea can be extend to the general d-dimensional case
and implemented as follows. We embed two d-dimensional
Gaussian distributions into the 2d-dimensional Euclidean
space and treat it as one Gaussian distribution. First, we
define a 2d-dimensional average vector and a 2d×2d covari-
ance matrix from the parameters of pq(xq) and pi(xi) as
follows:

µ =

[
q
oi

]
(8)

Σ =

[
Σq 0
0 Σi

]
(9)

Then we define the following Gaussian distribution:

p(y) =
1

(2π)
d
2 |Σ| 12

exp

[
−1

2
(y − µ)tΣ−1(y − µ)

]
. (10)

To evaluate the probability, we use numerical integration
(the Monte Carlo method). We generate a random sample
point (qt,ot

i)
t that obeys this distribution. If the distance

‖q − oi‖ is less than or equal to δ, it becomes a target of
the counting. In this case, we can use the importance sam-
pling method [11] for the acceleration purpose. However, the
cost is still large because we need to generate a number of
samples. A simple scanning approach in which we compute
the probabilities for all the target objects oi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is
prohibitively costly.

4. INDEX STRUCTURE
In this section, we describe the idea of the index struc-

ture to support probabilistic range queries. Using the index
structure constructed for the target objects O, we can limit
the number of candidate objects for a query.

4.1 Approximation Based on Upperbounding
Function

In this paper, we consider arbitrary Gaussian probability
density functions pi(xi); their iso-surfaces take ellipsoidal
shapes. Since a Gaussian distribution p(x) with an arbitrary
ellipsoidal iso-surface is not easy to treat, we consider the
upper-bounding function p>(x) which tightly approximates
it [6]. To simplify the discussion, we assume the Gaussian
distribution

p(x) =
1

(2π)
d
2 |Σ| 12

exp

[
−1

2
(x− µ)tΣ−1(x− µ)

]
(11)

in the following discussion.

Definition 3 (Upper-bounding Function)
Let us denote the spectral decomposition of Σ−1, the inverse
matrix of the covariance matrix Σ as follows:

Σ−1 =

d∑
k=1

λkvkv
t
k, (12)

where λk and vk are k-th eigenvalue and eigenvector of Σ.
We define λ> as follows:

λ> = min{λk}. (13)

Note that λ> > 0 holds because all the eigenvalues of Σ are
greater than 0. Then we define a matrix M> as follows:

M> = λ>
d∑

k=1

vkv
t
k = λ>I. (14)

The upper bounding function is given by replacing Σ−1 in
Eq. (11) by M>:

p>(x) =
1

(2π)
d
2 |Σ| 12

exp

[
−λ>

2
‖x− µ‖2

]
. (15)

Note that p>(x) is not a probabilistic density function be-
cause its integration over all the domain range is greater
than 1. 2

The upper-bounding function p>(x) has the following im-
portant property.

Property 1
For any vector x, the following condition holds [6]:

p(x) ≤ p>(x). (16)

p>(x) gives the upper-bound of p(x). Actually, p>(x) has
the optimal approximation function among the functions
which have spherical iso-surfaces. 2

The equi-probability iso-surface of p>(x) has a spherical
shape. Figure 2 illustrates the relationship of iso-surfaces of
p(x) and p>(x) for a same Gaussian distribution.

x i

x j

m

p ( )x

p( )x

T

Figure 2: Iso-surfaces of p(x) and p>(x)

4.2 Approximation of Multiple Gaussian Dis
tributions

The index method proposed is inspired from the Gauss-
tree [1]. It groups similar Gaussian objects in index nodes
and then constructs a hierarchical index structure like an
R-tree [4]. For that purpose, we need to develop a method
to construct summary information describing the properties
of internal and leaf nodes. Although an R-tree uses a min-
imum bounding box as summary information, we utilize a
summary function for given Gaussian objects. A summary
function for m Gaussian objects oi (i = 1, . . . ,m) is defined
as follows.

Definition 4 (Summary Function)
Assume that the upper-bounding function for each oi (1 ≤
i ≤ m) is given as follows:

p>i (x) =
1

(2π)
d
2 |Σi|

1
2

exp

[
−λ>

i

2
‖x− oi‖2

]
. (17)
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Let us define ō and λ̄>:

ō = (ō1, . . . , ōd)
t =

∑m
i=1 oi

m
(18)

λ̄> =
minm

i=1 λ
>
i

2
, (19)

and then define a function Cover(x) as

Cover(x) =
1

(2π)
d
2 C

exp

[
− λ̄>

2
‖x− ō‖2

]
, (20)

where C is a constant defined as follows. 2

4.2.1 Setting of ConstantC
We describe how to set an appropriate value for the con-

stant C. First, we define

fi(x) =
Cover(x)

p>i (x)

=
|Σi|

1
2

Ci
exp

[
λ>
i ‖x− oi‖2 − λ̄>‖x− ō‖2

2

]
. (21)

Since the formula [. . .] in Eq. (21) is a convex function, due
to λ>

i > λ̄>, it has a minimum value when

xj =
λ>
i oij − λ̄>ōij

λ>
i − λ̄> (j = 1, 2, . . . , d). (22)

Based on this property, we compute the minimum value of
fi(x) for each i (i = 1, . . . ,m). Then we set the value of Ci

such that the minimum value of fi(x) is one (it means that
Cover(x) ≥ p>i (x)). The C value is obtained as

C =
m

min
i=1

Ci. (23)

Based on this setting, Cover(x) is an exponential function
and greater than or equal to given m upper-bounding func-
tions for any x values.

4.2.2 Role of Summary Function
The summary function Cover defined above takes an ex-

ponential form and has three parameters ō, λ̄>, and C. Its
image is illustrated in Fig. 3. In contrast to the Gauss-
tree [1], which uses a combination of functions for the ap-
proximation, we simply approximate a set of Gaussian ob-
jects by one function. The reason is that the Gauss-tree
can use a relatively complex way for the approximation be-
cause it assumes that each dimension is independent from
others; it means that we can only consider an approxima-
tion problem for one dimensional case. However, our index
scheme should consider arbitrary Gaussian distribution in
multi-dimensional cases (i.e., dimensions are not indepen-
dent). Thus, a general and simple approximation method is
required. Approximation based on an exponential function
is simple and easily computable. The benefit of our approach
is that we can also approximate a set of approximation func-
tions by one exponential approximation function in the same
manner (the detail is omitted for the page length limitation).
It is used for constructing the hierarchical structure of an
index.

4.2.3 The Index Structure
Our index takes a hierarchical tree structure like an R-

tree. Its leaf nodes contain target Gaussian objects with

Cover( )x

upper bounding functions

Figure 3: Image of Summary Function (Cover)

their corresponding object ids. For each leaf node, we de-
rive a summary function to describe the Gaussian objects in
it; it means that we determine three parameters ō, λ̄>, and
C for the objects. The parameters for describing a leaf node
is entered in the parent internal node. Since a summary
function has a Gaussian-like exponential form, we can fur-
ther summarize a set of summary functions in the same way,
and store the summary information in the internal node in
a higher level. In summary, we use approximation functions
like MBRs in an R-tree.

The tree structure is also similar to that of an R-tree. It
clusters “similar” Gaussian objects in each leaf node and
then construct a hierarchical structure. Based on the lo-
cality, we can reduce the number of the candidates for a
query. The details of the construction method is described
in Section 6.

5. INDEXBASED QUERY PROCESSING
The query processing method using our index structure is

described here. Assume that a query is specified by giving a
Gaussian distribution shown in Eq. (1) and thresholds δ and
θ are specified by the user. First, we derive the upper-bound
of the query distribution using the method in Section 4.1:

p>q (xq) =
1

(2π)
d
2 |Σq|

1
2

exp

[
−
λ>
q

2
‖xq − q‖2

]
. (24)

We compare this upper-bound function with the entries in
the root node of the index. To be more concrete, a summary
function with the following form as described in Eq. (20) is
the comparison target:

cover(xc) =
1

(2π)
d
2 C

exp

[
− λ̄>

2
‖xc − ō‖2

]
. (25)

Since cover(xc) takes a greater value than any other
functions which covers, if Pr(‖xq − xc‖ ≤ δ) < θ is sat-
isfied, there is no underlying objects which satisfy the query
condition. If the condition is not satisfied, we need to tra-
verse the corresponding internal node to find the candidates.
By extending the formula, we get

Pr(‖xq − xc‖ ≤ δ)

=

∫∫
χδ(xq,xc) · p>q (xq) · cover(xc)dxqdxc

=
1

(2π)d|Σq|
1
2C

∫∫
χδ(xq,xc) exp [α] dxqdxc, (26)
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where

α = −
λ>
q

2
‖xq − q‖2 − λ̄>

2
‖xc − ō‖2. (27)

Considering the semantics of the integration in the above
expression, the probability value does not change if we to-
tally “shift” the coordinates towards the direction to ō, and
we get:

α = −
λ>
q

2
‖xq − q + ō‖2 − λ̄>

2
‖xc‖2

= − λ̄>

2

(
λ>
q

λ̄>
‖x− q + ō‖2 + ‖xc‖2

)
. (28)

Then we obtain

Pr(‖xq − xc‖ ≤ δ)

=
exp[−λ̄>/2]

(2π)d|Σq|
1
2C

∫∫
χδ(xq,xc) exp [β] dxqdxc, (29)

where

β =
λ>
q

λ̄>
‖xq − q + ō‖2 + ‖xc‖2. (30)

We consider the meaning of the integration again. It only
depends on the followings:

• the ratio γ = λ>
q /λ̄>

• the distance η = ‖q − ō‖: Since the distribution con-
sidered here is isotropic, we do not need care about
the direction of the vector q − ō.

We can use these properties as follows. We make a pre-
computation of the values of

∫∫
χδ(xq,xc) exp [β] dxqdxc for

various pairs of (γ, η) and construct a table called U-catalog
beforehand. When we process a query, we can speed-up the
process by using the U-catalog; the detail of the approach
is mentioned in our former paper [6]. If we cannot find
a matched entry for the given pair (γ, η) in the catalog, we
can select the best entry which provides a conservative value
(i.e., it gives a larger integral value and does not generate
false alarms).
Based on the above ideas, we can summarize the tree

search process as follows:

1. Calculate p>q (xq).

2. Start the search from the root node.

3. If the current node is an internal node, we compute
Pr(‖xq − xc‖ ≤ δ) for each entry (summary function)
based on the above method. Using the U-catalog, we
can avoid numerical integration. If the probability is
greater than or equal to θ, we should further traverse
the corresponding child node.

4. If the current node is a leaf node, we evaluate the prob-
ability Pr(‖xq−xi‖ ≤ δ) for the upper-bound function
corresponding to each entry (Gaussian object). We
can also utilize the catalog-based approach as above.

5. If the evaluated probability is greater than or equal
to θ, we perform numerical integration as described in
Section 3.2, and we get the accurate probability. If the
result satisfies the condition, it is returned as a result.

6. IMPLEMENTATION OF INDEX
We implement the proposed index structure using libgist

[8], an implementation of GiST [5]. This section first gives
the overview of GiST and then describes the algorithms im-
plemented using its facilities.

6.1 Overview of GiST
GiST is a generic tree index structure and is extensible in

terms of data types and query predicates. By implementing
appropriate data types and functions, we can implement
own index structures. In GiST, an entry is given as the
form of 〈p, pointer〉, where p is called a predicate that is
used as a search key, and ptr is the object identifier. For
example, we can use a rectangle as a key for an R-tree.

When we implement a new index using GiST, we need to
give the following functions [5]:

• Consistent(E, q): Given a query predicate q and an
entry E = (p, ptr), it returns false if p ∧ q can be
guaranteed unsatisfiable, and true otherwise.

• Union(E1, . . . , En): Given S = {E1, . . . , En}, a set of
entries, it returns a predicate that holds for all the en-
tries in the set. In our case, the predicate corresponds
to an approximation function.

• Penalty(E1, E2): Given two entries E1 and E2, it re-
turns a domain-specific penalty for inserting E2 into
the subtree rooted at E1. This is used to aid the in-
sertion algorithm.

• PickSplit(N): Given a set P of M + 1 entries (M is
the maximum number of entries in a node), it splits P
into two sets P1 and P2.

Function Consistent plays the main role when a query
is issued. For an internal node, it is used for checking each
summary function in the node satisfies the query condition.
If the result is true, we traverse the corresponding subtree.
For a leaf node, an entry for which Consistent is true be-
comes a candidate.

6.2 Implementation Using GiST
The leaf node of our tree structure stores the average oi

and the covariance matrix Σi for each Gaussian object oi
shown in Eq. (2). Each entry of an internal node contains
three parameters ō, λ̄>, and C. Our GiST functions are
implemented as follows.

Consistent. Function Consistent compares a given query
Gaussian object and each upper-bounding function (for and
internal node) or each Gaussian object (for a leaf node). The
method was described in Section 5. Algorithm 1 shows its
details. Function CheckCatalog is used for accessing the
U-catalog.

Union. Function Union derives a predicate which covers
all the entries in the node. In our method, a predicate cor-
responds to a summary function as described in Section 4.2.
The algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.

Penalty. To calculate a penalty score for a Gaussian object
(or a summary function), we use the area of the bounding

5



Algorithm 1 Consistent

Require: E: node entry, q: query
1: Calculate the minimum eigenvalue from q.Σ;
2: if the target is an internal node then . E = (ō, λ̄>, C)
3: γ = q.λ>/E.λ̄>;
4: η = ‖q.o− E.ō‖;
5: p = Pr(‖q.x−E.x̄‖ ≤ q.δ) = CheckCatalog(γ, η);
6: else . E = (o,Σ)
7: γ = q.λ>/E.λ>;
8: η = ‖q.o− E.o‖;
9: p = Pr(‖q.x−E.x‖ ≤ q.δ) = CheckCatalog(γ, η);
10: end if
11: return p ≥ q.θ ? true : false;

Algorithm 2 Union

Require: E1, . . . , En: node entries
1: ō = avg{E1.o, . . . , En.o};
2: λ̄> = min{E1.λ

>,...,En.λ>}
2

; . Each λ> is the minimal
eigenvalue of the corresponding Gaussian distribution

3: Calculate new C using ō and λ̄>;
4: return ~̄o, λ̄>, and C;

box for its θ-region1. The idea is shown in Fig. 4. First, we
derive rθ which is defined from the target Gaussian distri-
bution: ∫

(x−µ)tΣ−1(x−µ)≤r2
θ

p(x)dx = 1− 2θ. (31)

The width from the center of the Gaussian distribution in
the i-th dimension (i = 1, . . . , d) is given as

wi = rθσi, (32)

where σi is the standard distribution for the i-th dimension:

σi =
√

(Σ)ii. (33)

(Σ)ii is the value of i-th row and i-th column of the covari-
ance matrix Σ.

x

w i

w j

w j

w i

x i

x j

Figure 4: Minimum Bounding Box

The bounding box approximates the spread of the original
Gaussian distribution. We treat the area of the bounding
box as the penalty value; we use the difference of the ar-
eas after and before the node insertion. Algorithm 3 shows

1In short, a θ-region for a Gaussian object is an ellipsoidal
region. It should satisfy the condition that the probability
that the object exists in the region is 1− 2θ [6].

the outline, where function CalcMBR is a function which
returns the MBR of given rectangles.

Algorithm 3 Penalty

Require: N : node, E: entry to be inserted
1: before = Area(CalcMBR(E1.mbb, . . . , En.mbb));
2: after = Area(CalcMBR(E1.mbb, . . . , En.mbb,E.mbb));
3: penalty = after − before;
4: return penalty > 0 ? penalty : 0

PickSplit. The implementation of function PickSplit is
based on the algorithm of R-trees. Since we can derive
approximated bounding boxes as described above, we can
apply the same strategy used in R-trees to our case. In
practice, we employ the implementation of PickSplit of
the R-tree module in libgist.

7. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We implemented the index structure using the libgist li-

brary version 2.0 [8]. We conducted experiments using a
Linux (Fedora 12) PC with Intel Core 2 Duo CPU (3.16GHz)
and 4GB size of memory. Due to the space limitation, we
only show a part of the experimental results.

7.1 Experimental Settings
We evaluate the performance using a two-dimensional syn-

thetic dataset. We assume that 10,000 random Gaussian
objects are located in a [0, 1000] × [0, 1000] space. For this
setting, we could construct an index in 0.686 seconds.

We consider a Gaussian query object q with the same
distribution center (500, 500) and the covariance matrix

Σq = γ

[
7 2

√
3

2
√
3 3

]
. (34)

The shape of the isosurface of the Gaussian distribution is
an ellipse tilted at 30◦ and the major-to-minor axis ratio
is 3 : 1. The constant γ specifies the uncertainty of the
distribution; we used γ = 10 as the default setting. For the
numerical integration, we employ the importance sampling
method [11], a variation of the Monte Carlo method, with
100,000 samples.

7.2 Experimental Results
Table 1 shows the experimental results for different δ,

where δ is the the distance threshold. For the probability
threshold, we used θ = 0.3. The table shows that the search
using the index is very fast in contrast to the numerical in-
tegration process, but this is partly due to our experimental
setting. Although we used 100,000 samples for one numeri-
cal integration process, this is rather conservative. If we use
10,000 samples, the computation cost of numerical integra-
tion will decrease to 1/10. But even for the case, the index
fetch cost is still small. The table shows the performance re-
sults for different δ’s. A large δ value means that we enlarge
the query range; it results in the increase of the number of
nodes to be searched. Thus, the response time increases.

Table 2 shows similar results but we use θ as a variable.
The use of a large θ-value means that we intend to find
objects which satisfy the range search condition with high
probability. Therefore, the number of candidates and the
number of results decrease.
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Table 1: Experimental Results for Different δ’s (θ = 0.3)
δ No. of Candidates No. of Results Index Access (sec) Numerical Integration (sec)
10 67.0 27.4 0.050 0.76
20 101.0 36.8 0.056 1.24
30 152.0 91.9 0.060 1.97
40 233.0 141.1 0.068 2.48
50 313.0 233.3 0.078 3.31

Table 2: Experimental Results for Different θ’s (δ = 30)
θ No. of Candidates No. of Results Index Access (sec) Numerical Integration (sec)

0.01 210.0 155.4 0.087 2.35
0.02 189.0 141.7 0.076 2.18
0.03 152.0 92.1 0.060 1.97
0.04 143.0 81.6 0.053 1.85
0.05 120.0 70.0 0.051 1.63

8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we considered the situation in which the

query object and the target objects stored in a database
are Gaussian distributions with different parameters, and a
probabilistic range query is specified based on δ and θ, the
distance and probability thresholds. We first show the idea
how to evaluate the query condition by defining the com-
bined Gaussian distribution from the query probability dis-
tribution and a target probability distribution. Then we in-
troduce a new index method for probabilistic range queries.
It is based on the R-tree-like hierarchical construction ap-
proach and uses approximation functions to construct the
index structure. Based on our definition, our index struc-
ture can cope with Gaussian distributions with arbitrary
shapes. We define the approximation function which cov-
ers the underlying Gaussian objects (or approximation func-
tions). Then we showed the implementation method using
GiST by giving how to implement the functions required by
the GiST library.
Future work includes further experiments. Although the

experimental results shown in this paper are a part of the
results we obtained, they are based on the synthetic data.
We would like to evaluate the performance of our index
method using the real-world data with a realistic setting.
In addition, we are considering to extend our approach for
supporting additional types of queries. A nearest neighbor
query would be the most popular one, but we may be able
to consider other aggregation functions.
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ABSTRACT
Named entity extraction and disambiguation have received
much attention in recent years. Typical fields addressing
these topics are information retrieval, natural language pro-
cessing, and semantic web. Although these topics are highly
dependent, almost no existing works examine this depen-
dency. It is the aim of this paper to examine the dependency
and show how one affects the other, and vice versa. We
conducted experiments with a set of descriptions of holiday
homes with the aim to extract and disambiguate toponyms
as a representative example of named entities. We experi-
mented with three approaches for disambiguation with the
purpose to infer the country of the holiday home. We ex-
amined how the effectiveness of extraction influences the
effectiveness of disambiguation, and reciprocally, how filter-
ing out ambiguous names (an activity that depends on the
disambiguation process) improves the effectiveness of extrac-
tion. Since this, in turn, may improve the effectiveness of
disambiguation again, it shows that extraction and disam-
biguation may reinforce each other.

1. INTRODUCTION
In natural language, toponyms, i.e., names for locations,

are used to refer to these locations without having to men-
tion the actual geographic coordinates. The process of to-
ponym extraction (a.k.a. toponym recognition) is a sub-
task of information extraction that aims to identify location
names in natural text. This process has become a basic
step of many systems for Information Extraction (IE), In-
formation Retrieval (IR), Question Answering (QA), and in
systems combining these, such as [1].

Toponym disambiguation (a.k.a. toponym resolution) is
the task of determining which real location is referred to by
a certain instance of a name. Toponyms, as with named
entities in general, are highly ambiguous. For example, ac-
cording to GeoNames,1 the toponym “Paris” refers to more

1www.geonames.org

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee. This article was presented at:
Fifth International Workshop on Ranking in Databases (DBRank 2011);
Session on Management of Uncertain Data.
Copyright 2011.

Figure 1: Toponym ambiguity in GeoNames: top-10 and
long tail.

than sixty different geographic places around the world be-
sides the capital of France. Figure 1 shows the top ten of the
most ambiguous geographic names. It also shows the long
tail distribution of toponym ambiguity. From this figure, it
can be observed that around 46% of toponyms have two or
more, 35% three or more, and 29% four or more references.

In natural language, humans rely on the context disam-
biguate a toponym. Note that in human communication,
the context used for disambiguation is broad: not only the
surrounding text matters, but also the author and recipient,
their background knowledge, the activity they are currently
involved in, even the information the author has about the
background knowledge of the recipient, and much more.

Toponym
Extraction

Direct effect

%%

Toponym
Disambiguation

Reinforcement effect

dd

Figure 2: The reinforcement ef-
fect between the toponym ex-
traction and disambiguation pro-
cesses.

Although entity ex-
traction and disam-
biguation are highly
dependent, almost all
efforts focus on im-
proving the effective-
ness of either one but
not both. Hence,
almost none exam-
ine their interdepen-
dency. It is the aim
of this paper to ex-
amine exactly this. We studied not only the positive and
the negative effect of the extraction process on the disam-
biguation process, but also the potential of using the result
of disambiguation to improve extraction. We call this poten-
tial for mutual improvement, the reinforcement effect (see
Figure 2).
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To examine the reinforcement effect, we conducted exper-
iments on a collection of holiday home descriptions from the
Eurocottage2 portal. These descriptions contain general in-
formation about the holiday home including its location and
its neighborhood (See Figure 5 for an example).

The task we focus on is to extract toponyms from the
description and use them to infer the country where the
holiday property is located. We use country inference as
a way to disambiguate the extracted toponyms. A set of
heuristics have been developed to extract toponyms from
the text. Three different approaches for toponym disam-
biguation are compared. We investigate how the effective-
ness of disambiguation is affected by the effectiveness of ex-
traction by comparing with results based on manually ex-
tracted toponyms. We investigate the reverse measuring the
effectiveness of extraction when filtering out those toponyms
found to be highly ambiguous, and in turn, measure the ef-
fectiveness of disambiguation based on this filtered set of
toponyms.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents related work on named entity extraction and disam-
biguation. The approaches we used for toponym extraction
and disambiguation are described in Section 3. In Section 4,
we describe the experimental setup, present its results, and
discuss some observations and their consequences. Finally,
conclusions and future work are presented in Section 5.

2. RELATED WORK
Named entity extraction (NEE) and disambiguation (NED)

are two areas of research that are well-covered in literature.
Many approaches were developed for each. NEE research
focuses on improving the precision and recall of extracting
all entity names from unstructured natural text. NED re-
search focuses on improving the precision and recall of the
entities these names refer to. As mentioned earlier, we focus
on toponyms as a subcategory of named entities. Is this sec-
tion, we briefly survey a few major approaches for toponym
extraction and disambiguation.

NEE is a subtask of IE that aims to annotate phrases in
text with its entity type such as names (e.g., person, organi-
zation or location name), or numeric expressions (e.g., time,
date, money or percentage). The term ‘named entity recog-
nition (extraction)’ was first mentioned in 1996 at the Sixth
Message Understanding Conference (MUC-6) [2], however
the field started much earlier. The vast majority of pro-
posed approaches for NEE fall in two categories: handmade
rule-based systems and supervised learning-based systems.

One of the earliest rule-based system is FASTUS [3]. It is
a nondeterministic finite state automaton text understand-
ing system used for IE. In the first stage of its processing,
names and other fixed form expressions are recognized by
employing specialized microgrammars for short, multi-word
fixed phrases and proper names. Another approach for NEE
is matching against pre-specified gazetteers such as done in
LaSIE [4, 5]. It looks for single and multi-word matches in
multiple domain-specific full name (locations, organizations,
etc.) and keyword lists (company designators, person first
names, etc.). It supports hand-coded grammar rules that
make use of part of speech tags, semantic tags added in the
gazetteer lookup stage, and if necessary the lexical items
themselves.

2http://www.eurocottage.com

The idea behind supervised learning is to discover dis-
criminative features of named entities by applying machine
learning on positive and negative examples taken from large
collections of annotated texts. The aim is to automatically
generate rules that recognize instances of a certain category
entity type based on their features. Supervised learning
techniques applied in NEE include Hidden Markov Models
[6], Decision Trees [7], Maximum Entropy Models [8], Sup-
port Vector Machines [9], and Conditional Random Fields
[10].

According to [11], there are different kinds of toponym
ambiguity. One type is structural ambiguity, where the
structure of the tokens forming the name are ambiguous
(e.g., is the word “Lake” part of the toponym “Lake Como”
or not?). Another type of ambiguity is semantic ambiguity,
where the type of the entity being referred to is ambigu-
ous (e.g., is “Paris” a toponym or a girl’s name?). A third
form of toponym ambiguity is reference ambiguity, where it
is unclear to which of several alternatives the toponym ac-
tually refers (e.g., does “London” refer to “London, UK” or
to “London, Ontario, Canada”?). In this paper, we focus on
reference ambiguity.

Toponym disambiguation or resolution is a form of Word
Sense Disambiguation (WSD). According to [12], existing
methods for toponym disambiguation can be classified into
three categories: (i) map-based: methods that use an ex-
plicit representation of places on a map; (ii) knowledge-
based: methods that use external knowledge sources such
as gazetteers, ontologies, or Wikipedia; and (iii) data-driven
or supervised: methods that are based on machine learning
techniques. An example of a map-based approach is [13],
which aggregates all references for all toponyms in the text
onto a grid with weights representing the number of times
they appear. References with a distance more than two
times the standard deviation away from the centroid of the
name are discarded.

Knowledge based approaches are based on the hypoth-
esis that toponyms appearing together in text are related
to each other, and that this relation can be extracted from
gazetteers and knowledge bases like Wikipedia. Following
this hypothesis, [14] used a toponym’s local linguistic con-
text to determine the toponym type (e.g., river, mountain,
city) and then filtered out irrelevant references by this type.
Another example of a knowledge-based approach is [15] which
uses Wikipedia to generate co-occurrence models for to-
ponym disambiguation.

Supervised approaches use machine learning techniques
for disambiguation. [16] trained a naive Bayes classifier
on toponyms with disambiguating cues such as “Nashville,
Tennessee” or “Springfield, Massachusetts”, and tested it
on texts without these clues. Similarly, [17] used Hidden
Markov Models to annotate toponyms and then applied Sup-
port Vector Machines to rank possible disambiguations.

In this paper, as toponyms training examples are not
available in our data set, we chose to use handcrafted rules
for extraction as suggested in [18]. We used a representa-
tive example of each of the three categories for our toponym
disambiguation. This is described in the following section.
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( ({Token,!Token.string==":",!Token.kind=="number",!Token.string==".",!Split})
( ({Token.orth == upperInitial,!Lookup.majorType=="date"})[1,2]
( ({Token.string == "-"})[0,1] )

({Token.orth == upperInitial,!Lookup.majorType=="date"})[0,2]
):Toponym )

( ({Split})
( ({Token.orth == upperInitial,!Lookup.majorType=="date"})

({Token.string == "-"})[0,1]
({Token.orth == upperInitial,!Lookup.majorType=="date"})[1,2]

):Toponym )

Extraction Rule 1 Extraction Rule 2
( ({Token,!Token.string==":",!Token.kind=="number",!Token.string==".",!Split})

( ({Token.orth == upperInitial,!Lookup.majorType=="date"})[1,2]
( ({Token.string == "-"})[0,1]

| ({Token.orth == lowercase, Token.string!="and",Token.length<=3})[0,1]
)

({Token.orth == upperInitial,!Lookup.majorType=="date"})[1,2]
):Toponym )

( ({Token.string= "(of|from|at|to|near)"})
( ({Token.orth == upperInitial,!Lookup.majorType=="date"})

({Token.string == "-"})[0,1]
({Token.orth == upperInitial,!Lookup.majorType=="date"})[1,2]

):Toponym )

Extraction Rule 3 Extraction Rule 4
( ( ({Token,Token.string==":"})

| ({Token,Token.string=="."})
| ({Split})

)

( ({Token.orth == upperInitial,!Lookup.majorType=="date"})[1,2]
( ({Token.string == "-"})[0,1]
| ({Token.orth == lowercase, Token.string!="and",Token.length<=3})[0,1]

)

({Token.orth == upperInitial,!Lookup.majorType=="date"})[1,2]
):Toponym )

( ({Token.string= "(|̈)́"})
( ({Token.orth == upperInitial,!Lookup.majorType=="date"})

({Token.string == "-"})[0,1]
({Token.orth == upperInitial,!Lookup.majorType=="date"})[1,2]

):Toponym

({Token.string= "(|̈)́"})
)

Extraction Rule 5 Extraction Rule 6

Figure 3: JAPE rules for Toponym Extraction.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

3.1 Toponym extraction

3.1.1 Extraction rules
We use GATE [19] for toponym extraction. As toponym

training examples are not available in our data set, we pre-
ferred to develop handcrafted rules for extraction as sug-
gested in [18]. The rules are specified in GATE’s JAPE-
language. They are based on heuristics on the orthography
features of tokens and other annotations. Figure 3 contains
the toponym extraction rules used in our experiments.
JAPE is a Java Annotation Patterns Engine. JAPE provides
nite state transduction over annotations based on regular
expressions. A JAPE grammar consists of a set of phases,
each of which consists of a set of pattern/action rules. The
rules always have two sides: Left Hand Side (LHS) and Right
Hand Side (RHS). The LHS of the rule contains the anno-
tation pattern; it may contain regular expression operators
(e.g. *, ?, +). The RHS outlines the action to be taken
on the detected pattern and consists of annotation manip-
ulation statements. Annotations matched on the LHS of a
rule are referred to in the RHS by means of labels. What is
shown in Figure 3 is the LHS part of our set of rules.

3.1.2 Entity matching
We use the GeoNames geographical database for entity

matching. It consists of 7.5 million unique entities of which
2.8 million are populated places with in total 5.5 million
alternative names. All entities are categorized into 9 classes
defining the type of place (e.g., country, region, lake, city,
road). Figure 4 shows the coverage of GeoNames as a map
drawn by placing a point at the coordinates of each entity.

3.2 Toponym Disambiguation
We compare three approaches for toponym disambigua-

tion, one representative example for each of the categories
described in Section 2. All require the text to contain to-
ponym annotations. Hence, disambiguation can be seen as a
classification problem assigning the toponyms to their most

Figure 4: The world map drawn with the GeoNames longi-
tudes and latitudes.

probable country. The notation we used for describing the
approaches can be found in Table 1.

3.2.1 Bayes Approach
This is a supervised learning approach for toponym dis-

ambiguation based on Naive Bayes (NB) theory. NB is a
probabilistic approach to text classification. It uses the joint
probabilities of terms and categories to estimate the prob-
abilities of categories given a document [20]. It is naive in
the sense that it makes the assumption that all terms are
conditionally independent of each other given a category.
Because of this independence assumption, the parameters
for each term can be learned separately which simplifies and
speeds up computations compared to non-naive Bayes clas-
sifiers. Toponym disambiguation can be seen as a text clas-
sification problem where extracted toponyms are considered
as terms and the country associated with the text as a class.

There are two common event models for NB text classi-
fication: the multinomial and multivariate Bernoulli model
[21]. Here, we use the multinomial model as suggested by the
same reference. In both models, classification of toponyms
is performed by applying Bayes rule:

P (C = cj | di) =
P (di | cj)P (cj)

P (di)
(1)
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D :the set of all documents. D = {dl ∈ D | l = 1 . . . n}
T :the set of toponyms appearing in the document d. T = {ti ∈ d | i = 1 . . .m}
G :GeoNames gazetteer. G = {rix | rix is geographical location}Where i is the toponym

index and x is the reference index. Each reference rix is represented by a set of
characteristics: its country, longitude, latitude, and its class. rix is a reference for ti,
if ti is string-wise equal to rix or one of its alternatives.

R(ti):the set of references for toponym ti.
R(ti) = {rix ∈ G | ti is string-wise equal to rix or to one of its alternatives}

R :the set of all sets R(ti). ∀ti ∈ T .
Ci :the set of countries of R(ti). Ci = {cix | cix is the country of the reference rix}

Table 1: Notation used for describing the toponym disambiguation approaches

where di is a test document (as a list of extracted to-
ponyms) and cj is a country. We assign that country cj
to di that has the highest P (C = cj | di), i.e., the highest
posterior probability of country cj given test document di.
To be able to calculate P (C = cj | di), the prior probabil-
ity P (cj) and the likelihood P (di | cj) have to be estimated
from a training set. Note that the evidence P (di) is the
same for each country, so we can eliminate it from the com-
putation. The prior probability for countries, P (cj), can be
estimated as follows:

P (cj) =

∑N
i=1 y(di, cj)

N
(2)

where N is the number of training documents and y(di, cj)
is defined as:

y(di, cj) =

{
1 if di ∈ cj
0 otherwise

(3)

So, the prior probability of country cj is estimated by the
fraction of documents in the training set belonging to cj .
P (di | cj) parameters are estimated using the multinomial
model. In this model, a document di is a sequence of ex-
tracted toponyms. The Naive Bayes assumption is that the
probability of each toponym is independent of its context,
position, and length of the document. So, each document di
is drawn from a multinomial distribution of toponyms with a
number of independent trials equal to the length of di. The
likelihood probability of a document di given its country cj
can hence be approximated as:

P (di | cj) = P (t1, t2, . . . , tn | cj) ≈
n∏

k=1

P (tk | cj) (4)

where n is the number of toponyms in document di, and
tk is the kth toponym occurring in di. Thus, the estima-
tion of P (di | cj) is reduced to estimating each P (tk | cj)
independently. P (tk | cj) can be estimated with Laplacian
smoothing:

P (tk | cj) =
Θ + tf kj

(Θ× |T |) +
∑|T |

l=1 tf lj

(5)

where tf kj is the term frequency of toponym tk belong-
ing to country cj . The summation term in the denominator
stands for the total number of toponym occurrences belong-
ing to cj . Θ in the numerator and Θ×|T | in the denominator
are used to avoid zero probabilities. Θ is set to 0.0001 ac-
cording to [22].

Using this approach, all the Bayes parameters for classi-
fying a test document to its associated country, which in a
sense disambiguates its toponyms, can be estimated using a
training set.

3.2.2 Popularity Approach
This is an unsupervised approach based on the intuition

that, as each toponym in a document may refer to many
alternatives, the more of those appear in a certain country,
the more probable it is that the document belongs to that
country. For example, it is common to find lakes, rivers
or mountains with the same name as a neighboring city.
We also take into consideration the GeoNames Feature Class
(GFC) of the reference. As shown in Table 2, we assign a
weight to each of the 9 GFCs representing its contribution
to the country of the toponym, basically choosing a higher
weight for cities, populated places, regions, etc. We define
the popularity of a country c for a certain document d to be
the average over all toponyms of d of the sum of the weights
of the references of those toponyms in c:

Popd(c) =
1

|d|
∑
ti∈d

∑
rix∈R(ti)ec

wgfc(rix) (6)

where R(ti)ec = {rix ∈ R(ti) | cix = c} is the restriction
of the set of references R(ti) to those in country c, and wgfc
is the weight of the GeoName Feature Class as specified in
Table 2. For disambiguating the country of a document, we
choose the country with the highest popularity.

GeoName Feature Classes (GFC) Weight wgfc
Administrative Boundary Features 3
Hydrographic Features 1
Area Features 1
Populated Place Features 3
Road / Railroad Features 1
Spot Features 1
Hypsographic Features 1
Undersea Features 1
Vegetation Features 1

Table 2: The feature classes of GeoNames along with the
weights we use for each class

3.2.3 Clustering Approach
This is an unsupervised approach based on the assump-

tion that toponyms appearing in same document are likely
to refer to locations close to each other distance-wise. For
each toponym, we have, in general, multiple alternatives. By
taking one alternative for each toponym, we form a cluster.
A cluster, hence, is a possible combination of alternatives, or
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in other words, one possible interpretation of the toponyms
in the text. In this approach, we consider all possible clus-
ters, compute the average distance between the alternative
locations in the cluster, and choose the cluster Clustermin

with the lowest average distance.

Clusters = {{r1x, r2x, . . . , rmx} | ∀ti ∈ d • rix ∈ R(ti)} (7)

Clustermin = arg min
Clusterk∈Clusters

average distance of Clusterk

(8)
For disambiguating the country of the document, we choose
the most often occurring country in Clustermin .

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present the results of experiments with

the presented methods of extraction and disambiguation ap-
plied on a collection of holiday properties descriptions. The
goal of the experiments is to investigate the influence of
extraction effectiveness on disambiguation effectiveness and
vice versa, and ultimately to show that they can reinforce
each other.

4.1 Data Set
The data set we use for our experiments is a collection

of traveling agent holiday properties descriptions from the
Eurocottage3 portal. The descriptions not only contain in-
formation about the property itself and its facilities, but also
a description of its location, neighboring cities and opportu-
nities for sightseeing. The data set includes the country of
each property which we use to validate our results. Figure
5 shows an example for a holiday property description.

Bargecchia 9 km from Massarosa: nice, rustic house ”I Ci-
pressi”, renovated in 2000, in the center of Bargecchia 11
km from the center of Viareggio, 29 km from the center of
Lucca, in a central, quiet, sunny position on a slope. Pri-
vate, terrace (60 m2), garden furniture, barbecue. Steep
motor access to the house. Parking in the grounds. Gro-
cers, restaurant, bar 100 m, sandy beach 11 km. Please
note: car essential.
3-room house 90 m2 on 2 levels, comfortable and
modern furnishings: living/dining room with 1 double
sofa bed, open fireplace, dining table and TV, exit to
the terrace. Kitchenette (oven, dishwasher, freezer).
Shower/bidet/WC. Upper floor: 1 double bedroom. 1
room with 1 x 2 bunk beds, exit to the balcony.
Bath/bidet/WC. Gas heating (extra). Small balcony.
Terrace 60 m2. Terrace furniture, barbecue. Lovely
panoramic view of the sea, the lake and the valley. Facili-
ties: washing machine. Reserved parking space n 2 fenced
by the house. Please note: only 1 dog accepted.

Figure 5: An example of a EuroCottage holiday home de-
scription.

The data set consists of 29707 property descriptions. This
set has been partitioned into a training set of 26610 de-
scriptions for the Bayes supervised approach, and a test set
containing the remaining 3097 descriptions. The annotation
test set is a subset of the test set containing 1579 descrip-
tions for which we constructed a ground truth by manually
annotating all toponyms.

3http://www.eurocottage.com

It turned out, however, that not all manually annotated
toponyms had a match in the GeoNames database. For ex-
ample, we annotated phrases like “Columbus Park” as a to-
ponym, but no entry for this toponym in GeoNames exists.
Therefore, we constructed, besides this full ground truth,
also a matching ground truth where all non-matching anno-
tations have been removed.

4.2 Experiment 1: Initial effectiveness of
extraction

The objective of the first set of experiments is to evaluate
the initial effectiveness of the extraction rules in terms of
precision and recall.

Table 3 contains the precision and recall of the extrac-
tion rules on the annotation test set evaluated against both
ground truths. As expected, recall is higher with the match-
ing ground truth, because there are less toponyms to find,
and precision is lower, because more of the extracted to-
ponyms are not in the matching ground truth.

Ground truth Precision Recall
Full ground truth 72% 78%
Matching ground truth 51% 80%

Table 3: Effectiveness of the extraction rules

4.3 Experiment 2: Initial effectiveness of
disambiguation

The second set of experiments aims to evaluate the initial
effectiveness of the proposed disambiguation approaches and
its sensitivity to the effectiveness of the extraction process.

The top part of Table 4 contains the precision of coun-
try disambiguation, i.e., the percentage of correctly inferred
countries using the automatically annotated toponyms. As
expected, the supervised approach performs better than both
unsupervised approaches.

The bottom part of Table 4 aims at showing the influ-
ence of the imprecision of the extraction process on the
disambiguation process. We compare the results of using
the automatically extracted toponyms with using the (bet-
ter quality) manually annotated toponyms. Since we only
have manual annotations for the annotation test set and
not for the training set, we have no results for the Bayes ap-
proach. Even though the annotation test set is smaller, we
can observe that the results for the automatically extracted
toponyms are very similar to those of the full test set, hence
we assume that our conclusions are also valid for the test
set. We can conclude that both unsupervised approaches
signicantly benefit from better quality toponyms.

Bayes Popularity Clustering
approach approach approach

On full test set
Automatically
extracted toponyms

94.2% 65.45% 78.19%

On annotation test set
Automatically
extracted toponyms

- 65.4% 78.95%

Manually
annotated toponyms

- 75.6% 86%

Table 4: Precision of country disambiguation
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4.4 Experiment 3: The reinforcement effect
Examining the results of disambiguation, we discovered

that there were many false positives among the automati-
cally extracted toponyms, i.e. words extracted as a toponym
and having a reference in GeoNames, that are in fact no to-
ponyms. A sample of such words is shown in Figure 6.

access attention beach breakfast chalet
cottage double during floor garden
golf holiday haus kitchen market
olympic panorama resort satellite shops
spring thermal villa village wireless
world you

Figure 6: A sample of false positives among extracted to-
ponyms.

These words affect the disambiguation result, because the
matching entries in GeoNames belong to many different coun-
tries.

A possible improvement for the extraction process, hence,
is filtering out extracted toponyms that match GeoNames
entries belonging to too many countries. The intuition is
that these toponyms, whether they are actual toponyms in
reality or not, confuse the disambiguation process. We set
the threshold to five, i.e., words referring to more than five
countries in GeoNames are filtered out from the extracted
toponyms. In this way, 197 toponyms were filtered out.

Note that we used the result of disambiguation for an im-
provement of extraction. Therefore, this is an example of
the ‘Reinforcement effect’ in Figure 2.

To evaluate the effect of this improvement, we repeated
the experiments but now while using the filtered set of au-
tomatically extracted toponyms. Tables 5 and 6 present the
repetition of the first and second experiment, respectively.

Comparing Tables 5 and 3, we can observe, albeit rel-
atively small, some improvement in the effectiveness of ex-
traction by filtering out the ‘confusing’ words. Nevertheless,
if we compare Tables 6 and 4, we observe a significant im-
provement for the subsequent disambiguation. Note that the
precision is now very close to the precision of using manually
annotated toponyms.

This shows that the idea of multiple iterations of ex-
traction and disambiguation may reinforce each other. In
the next section, we explore this idea somewhat further by
presenting observations from deeper analysis and discussing
possible ways of exploiting the reinforcement effect.

Ground truth Precision Recall
Full ground truth 74% 77%
Matching ground truth 52% 79%

Table 5: Effectiveness of the extraction rules with filtering.

Popularity Clustering
approach approach

On annotation test set
Filtered automatically
extracted toponyms

73.5% 84.1%

Table 6: Precision of country disambiguation with filtering.

4.5 Further analysis and discussion
From further analysis of results and causes, we like to

mention the following observations and thoughts.

4.5.1 Ambiguous toponyms
The improvement described above was based on filtering

out toponyms that have alternatives in five or more coun-
tries. The intuition was that these terms ordinarily do not
constitute toponyms but general terms that happen to be
common topological names as well, such as those of Figure 6.
In total, 197 extracted toponyms were filtered out in this
way. We have observed, however, that some of these were in
fact true toponyms, for example, “Amsterdam”, “France”,
and “Sweden”. Apparently, these toponyms appear in more
than five countries. We believe, however, that filtering them
out, had a positive effect anyway as they were harming the
disambiguation process.

4.5.2 Multi-token toponyms
Sometimes the structure of the terms constituting a to-

ponym in the text is ambiguous. For example, for “Lake
Como” it is dubious whether or not “Lake” is part of the
toponym or not. In fact, it depends on the conventions of the
gazetteer which choice produces the best results. Further-
more, some toponyms have a rare structure, such as “Lido
degli Estensi”. The extraction rules of Figure 3 failed to
extract this as one toponym and instead produced two to-
ponyms: “Lido” and “Estensi” with harmful consequences
for the holiday home country disambiguation.

4.5.3 All-or-nothing
Related to this, we can observe that entity extraction is

ordinarily an all-or-nothing activity: one can only annotate
either “Lake Como” or “Como”, but not both.

4.5.4 Near-border ambiguity
We also observed problems with near-border holiday homes,

because their descriptions often mention places across the
border. For example, the description in Figure 7 has 4 to-
ponyms in The Netherlands, 5 in Germany and 1 in the UK,
whereas the holiday home itself is in The Netherlands and
not in Germany. Even if an approach like the clustering
approach is succesful in correctly interpreting the toponyms
themselves, it may still assign the wrong country.

4.5.5 Non-expressive toponyms
Finally, we observed many properties with no or non-

expressive toponyms, such as “North Sea”. In such cases, it
remains hard and error prone to correctly disambiguate the
country of the holiday home.

4.5.6 Proposed new approach based on uncertain
annotations

We believe that many of the observed problems are caused
by an improper treatment of the inherent ambiguities. Nat-
ural language has the innate property that it is multiply
interpretable. Therefore, none of the processes in informa-
tion extraction should be ‘all-or-nothing’. In other words, all
steps, including entity recognition, should produce possible
alternatives with associated likelihoods and depedencies (see
Figure 8). Multiple iterations of recognition, matching, and
disambiguation are then aimed at adjusting likelihoods and
expanding or reducing alternatives (see Figure 9). Scalable
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This charming holiday home is in a small holiday park in
the village of NutterNL. The village is in the province of
OverijsselNL. The holiday home is comfortably furnished
and equipped with every modern convenience.
The home is furnished in an EnglishUK style and has a
romantic atmosphere. You can relax on the veranda in the
evenings and enjoy delightful views of the orchard. The
surrounding area has much to offer.
There are plenty of excellent walking and cycling routes.
Interesting towns such as OotmarsumNL and AlmeloNL

are well worth a visit. Children will enjoy the GermanGER

Animal Park in NordhornGER. If you’re prepared to
travel a little further afield, you can reach the Apfelkorn
DistilleryGER in HaselüneGER in GermanyGER, in
around one hour. It’s not to be missed.

Figure 7: Example holiday home description illustrating the
vulnerability of the clustering approach for near-border hol-
iday homes. ‘TC’ depicts a toponym T in country C.
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Figure 8: Probabilistic XML fragment representing all pos-
sible interpretations of the token sequence “Lido degli Es-
tensi” (Notation from [23])

solutions for managing huge volumes of ‘uncertain’ annota-
tions can be found in probabilistic relational (See, e.g., [24,
25]) and probabilistic XML (See, e.g., [23, 26]) databases.

As we have shown in this paper, steps in the information
extraction process can reinforce each other. With ‘uncer-
tain alternatives’, reinforcement techniques such as refining
extraction rules, establishing lists of exceptional cases, or
even learning rules, can be more gradual and refined. One
can imagine, for example, that it can be automatically and
gradually learned that “Lake Como” is more likely to be the
best naming convention rather than “Como”, or that “degli”
may connect two terms into one toponym, or that for coun-
try disambiguation, what threshold to use for the number
of alternative countries above which such toponyms start to
harm the disambiguation process.

In this way, the entire process becomes more robust against
ambiguous situations and can gradually learn. In other
words, we believe there is much potential in making the
inherent uncertainty in information extraction explicit.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Named entity extraction and disambiguation are highly

dependent processes. The aim of this paper is to examine
this dependency and show how one affects the other, and
vice versa. Experiments were conducted with a set of de-
scriptions of holiday homes with the aim to extract and dis-
ambiguate toponyms as a representative example of named
entities. Three approaches for disambiguation were applied
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Figure 9: Activities and propagation of uncertainty

with the purpose to infer the country of the holiday home
from the description. We examined how the effectiveness
of extraction influences the effectiveness of disambiguation,
and reciprocally, how the result of disambiguation can be
used to improve extraction. As an example of the latter
we filtered out toponyms that were discovered to be highly
ambiguous. Results showed that the effectiveness of extrac-
tion and, in turn, disambiguation improved, thereby show-
ing that both can reinforce each other. We also analyzed
the results more closely and formulated a general approach
based on uncertain annotation for which we argue that it
has much potential for making information extraction more
robust against ambiguous situations and allowing it to grad-
ually learn.

For future work, we plan to investigate the abovemen-
tioned potential. We also plan to examine statistical tech-
niques for extraction, matching, and disambiguation as they
seem to fit well in such an approach based on uncertain an-
notations.
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ABSTRACT
The demand of applying data mining techniques, such as
frequent itemset mining, to uncertain databases has been
growing rapidly. However, frequent itemset mining from un-
certain databases is different from conventional one in the
sense that it needs to take into account uncertainty. To this
end, some methods have already been proposed, but their
performance is not satisfactory. Meanwhile, GPGPU (Gen-
eral Purpose computing on GPU) has recently been an inter-
esting research subject in the field of high performance com-
puting and many other fields. GPGPU implies using GPU
(Graphics Processing Unit), which is originally designed for
processing graphics, for general purpose computation. In
this paper, we propose a method for fast frequent itemset
mining from uncertain databases using GPGPU. The idea is
to accelerate probability computations by making the best
use of GPU. The result of experimental evaluations shows
that our proposed method is up to 30 times faster than an
existing method on non-sparse datasets.

1. INTRODUCTION
Recent rapid advances in computing and networking tech-

nologies enable us to access vast amount of information re-
sources. In such situations, finding useful information out of
massive information is extremely difficult. Therefore, data
mining techniques are considered to be very important tools
to discover useful information. Among such techniques, as-
sociation rule mining [2] is one of the principal methods
in data mining. A typical use case is market basket anal-
ysis, which is to make analysis of purchasing behavior of
customers. In this case, the database consists of a set of
transactions, each of which is comprised of purchased items.
The goal of association rule mining is to discover itemsets
which are highly associated with each other.
Having a closer look at the process of association rule

mining, it can be divided into two steps as follows:
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not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
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republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee. This article was presented at:
Fifth International Workshop on Ranking in Databases (DBRank 2011);
Session on Management of Uncertain Data.
Copyright 2011.

1. Extract all frequent itemsets from databases.

2. Derive association rules from the frequent itemsets.

A frequent itemset is a set of items whose occurrence fre-
quency is higher than a predefined threshold. Having ex-
tracted frequent itemsets, in the second step, association
rules are extracted from the frequent itemsets. From the
viewpoint of computational complexity, the first step (fre-
quent itemset mining) is higher than the second step, be-
cause it needs to scan the whole database repeatedly, while
the second step only uses the frequent itemsets, whose num-
ber is far less than that of transactions, found in the first
step. Therefore, to speed up the whole process, it is impor-
tant to make the first step more efficient.

In fact, most of the existing databases are assumed to
manage data records that represent certain events in the
real world. However, increasing attention has been payed to
the problem of uncertain data management, because data
records often contain inherent uncertainty. For example,
when analyzing purchasing behavior of customers using RFID
sensors, there may be incorrect sensor readings due to er-
rors. In addition to this, uncertain data take place in many
situations. To deal with such uncertain data, uncertain
databases [1, 3, 4, 5, 12] have recently been studied by many
researchers.

Association rule mining and/or frequent itemset mining
from uncertain databases is one of the major research topics
in this area, and there have been several researches [4, 5,
12]. As for the model of uncertainty, due to its simplicity,
the tuple-uncertainty model is commonly used, where each
tuple is associated with an existential probability attribute,
which denotes the confidence that the tuple exists. Frequent
itemset mining from uncertain databases is different from
conventional one [2, 8] in the sense that we need to take into
account uncertainty. Some methods [4, 5, 12] have already
been proposed, but they suffer from performance problems
due to the fact that extra cost for dealing with uncertainty
is needed.

Meanwhile, GPGPU (General Purpose computing on Graph-
ics Processing Unit) [6, 7, 9, 11, 16] has recently been an
interesting research subject in the field of high performance
computing as well as many other fields. GPGPU implies
using GPU (Graphics Processing Unit), which is originally
designed for processing graphics, for general purpose com-
putation. Since GPU has many processing cores (tens to
hundred), it can process a lot of data in parallel. Hence,
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growing number of researchers are trying to exploit it for
various purposes, such as database processing and text pro-
cessing. Typical technical challenges are 1) how to make the
best use of SIMD (Single Instruction, Multiple Data) oper-
ations and 2) how to manage limited amount of memory on
GPU to process large data.
In this paper, we propose a method of fast frequent item-

set mining from uncertain databases using GPGPU. The
proposed method is based on the pApriori algorithm which
is proposed by Sun et al. [12]. We attempt to accelerate the
pApriori algorithm by using the parallelism of GPU. In par-
ticular, experiments show that our proposed method is up
to 30 times faster than the pApriori algorithm on non-sparse
datasets.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion 2 briefly introduces GPGPU. In Section 3, we define the
problem and describe the pApriori algorithm. In Section 4,
we propose a method of processing pApriori using GPGPU.
Section 5 evaluates the performance of the proposed scheme
with CPU-based implementation. Finally, we conclude and
mention some future works in Section 6.

2. GENERAL PURPOSE COMPUTING ON
GPU

In this section, we briefly introduce GPGPU (General
Purpose computing on GPU). Specifically, we give an outline
of GPGPU in Section 2.1, followed by brief an introduction
of CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) in Section
2.2.

2.1 GPGPU
GPGPU implies using GPU (Graphics Processing Unit),

which is originally designed for processing graphics, for gen-
eral purpose computation. GPU has some advantages over
CPU. First, since GPU has tens to hundred of processing
cores, its performance is often more than ten times faster
than CPU-based implementation. Second, the price of GPU
is relatively cheaper than that of CPU if we consider the
performance ratio of GPU to CPU. Third, since the archi-
tecture of GPU is relatively simple, its performance growth
rate is higher than that of CPU. Thus, we can expect fur-
ther performance improvement of GPU in the coming years.
For these reasons, there have been many researches that use
GPGPU to solve diverse applications, such as sorting, lin-
ear algebra, database query processing, and so on [6, 7, 9,
11], Moreover, increasing number of software products, such
as badaboom [14], Mathematica [19], and TMPGEnc [21],
support GPU to accelerate its processing speed.
However, GPU also has several disadvantages. In partic-

ular, to fully utilize the massive parallelism of GPU, algo-
rithms need to be specialized for its architecture. The de-
velopment of such algorithms is often difficult, consequently.
In addition, the architecture of GPU is far different from
that of CPU. Therefore, the software development itself
is not straightforward. To alleviate the burden, in recent
years, several GPGPU programming frameworks, such as
CUDA [16], ATI Stream [13], and OpenCL [20], have been
provided. In this work, we use CUDA as our software de-
velopment framework on GPU.

2.2 CUDA Programming Model
CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) [16] is a

framework that allows programmers to reduce the cost of

GPGPU programming. In CUDA, programmers develop
programs using CUDA C, which is a C programming lan-
guage with some extensions.

2.2.1 Host code and Kernel code
When developing a program that runs on GPU, one needs

to write two kinds of code, namely, host code and kernel
code. The host code runs on the CPU, and controls the
memory on the GPU and the execution flow of the kernel,
while the kernel code is the body of the function executed
on the GPU. With a function call, it is executed in parallel
in N different CUDA threads.

In general, an execution flow of a CUDA program is as
follows:

1. The host code allocates necessary memory on the GPU,
and copies kernel and data to the GPU memory. There
are several types of memories in the GPU, and they
constitute a memory hierarchy.

2. The host code initiate the kernel on the GPU, and
the kernel process the data in parallel using multiple
threads. Threads in GPU also comprises a hierarchy.

3. Finally, the host code transfers the results from the
GPU memory to the main memory.

2.2.2 Thread Hierarchy
A group of threads is called thread block, or simply block.

Each thread within a block can cooperate on a multipro-
cessor, which has a shared memory and many thread pro-
cessors. The number of threads within the block is limited,
because the threads must share resources of the multipro-
cessor. Since a kernel can be executed with multiple blocks,
each of which can accommodate the same number of threads,
the total number of threads executing the kernel is equal to
(# of blocks) × (# of threads per one block).

2.2.3 Memory Hierarchy
There are several kinds of memories in a GPU. Firstly,

each thread has a local memory, which can be accessed very
quickly. In the next, there is another type of memory called
shared memory, which is shared by the threads in a block.
The global memory is accessible from all the threads in the
GPU. There is a trade-off between different types of mem-
ories, that is, the size of the shared memory is small, while
the access latency is much lower than the global memory.
Thus, to make better performance, placing right data to a
right memory is crucial. A typical use case is as follows:

1. Data being processed is firstly transferred to the global
memory.

2. Then, the data on the global memory is partitioned
into smaller pieces for subsequent delivery to the shared
memory.

3. After finishing its computation, each block write back
the final result to the global memory.

3. PROBABILISTIC FREQUENT ITEMSET
MINING

In this section, we give the definition of probabilistic fre-
quent itemset (PFI), and describe a method of mining PFIs.
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Table 1: UTDB example.
ID transaction prob.
T1 {game, music} 0.5
T2 {music, video} 0.7
T3 {game} 0.8
T4 {music} 0.9

Our definition basically follows [12]. First, we define the con-
ventional (non-probabilistic) frequent itemset mining in Sec-
tion 3.1, and then extend the problem for uncertain databases
in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, we describe the pApriori al-
gorithm which is proposed by Sun et al. [12].

3.1 Frequent Itemset
A set of items is called transaction or itemset. A trans-

action database is defined as a set of transactions. Given a
transaction database T of size n and an itemset X in T , the
support of X (sup(X)) is defined as the number of transac-
tions in T that contain X. An itemset X is called a frequent
itemset, if,

sup(X) ≥ minsup

where minsup is the support threshold given by the user.

3.2 Uncertain Transaction Databases
A transaction database T is called an Uncertain Transac-

tion Database (UTDB), when each transaction in T has an
existential probability which indicates the probability that
the transaction exists in T . Table 1 shows an example of
a UTDB, which represents purchase records of some cus-
tomers. For example, game and music is purchased together
with the probability 0.5.
Since each transaction in the UTDB has an existential

probability, the support of an itemset becomes a random
variable. The probability mass function (PMF) of the sup-
port sup(X) of the itemset X is called a support probability
mass function (SPMF), denoted by fX(k), where k is an
integer that sup(X) can take, i.e., k ∈ [0, |T |]. In particular,
fX(k) is the probability that sup(X) = k . Figure 1 illus-
trates the SPMF of the itemset {music} in the UTDB of
Table 1. For example, f{music}(0) = (1− 0.5)× (1− 0.7)×
(1−0.9) = 0.015, because f{music}(0) is the probability that
no transaction contains {music}.
An itemset X is called a probabilistic frequent itemset

(PFI), if

P (sup(X) ≥ minsup) =

|T |∑
k=minsup

fX(k) ≥ minprob (1)

where minprob ∈ (0, 1] is the probability threshold given
by the user. For example, suppose that minsup = 2 and
minprob = 0.5 in the UTDB of Table 1, the itemset {music}
is a PFI, because

P (sup({music}) ≥ minsup) = f{music}(2) + f{music}(3)

= 0.485 + 0.315

= 0.8 ≥ minprob

Having defined UTDB and PFI, the problem addressed in
this paper is defined as follows.
Problem. Given a UTDB T , minsup, and minprob, ex-

tract all PFIs from T .
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Figure 1: SPMF of an itemset {music}.

3.3 pApriori Algorithm
Apriori, which was originally proposed by Agrawal et al. [2],

is a well-known algorithm for association rule mining. Sun
et al. [12] adapt the Apriori algorithm to deal with uncertain
databases. It is called pApriori algorithm. The first step of
pApriori is to compute SPMFs of size-1 itemsets, and dis-
criminate PFIs from non-frequent ones. Then, k is set to be
1. In general, size-k candidate PFI s are generated from the
size-(k−1) PFIs, and are used to extract size-k PFIs. In this
way, k is increased by one, and the process continues until
no additional PFIs are detected. Finally, pApriori returns
all the PFIs in a UTDB.

3.3.1 Generating Candidate PFIs
The process of generating candidate PFIs can be sepa-

rated into two phases. The first phase is a merging phase,
and the second phase is a pruning phase.

In the merging phase, we check that two size-k PFIs, X
and Y , are joinable, that is, X and Y satisfy X.item1 =
Y.item1∧. . .∧X.itemk−1 = Y.itemk−1∧X.itemk < Y.itemk,
where X.itemi denote the ith item of X. If X and Y are
joinable, a size-(k+1) candidate PFI is created from X and
Y , and is stored in a set of size-(k + 1) candidate PFIs.

In the pruning phase, we utilize the following lemma in
order to prune the candidates [12].

Lemma 1 (Anti-monotonicity). If an itemset X is a
PFI, then any itemset X ′ ⊂ X is also a PFI.

The contraposition of this lemma yields that if any itemset
X ′ ⊂ X is not a PFI, then the itemset X is not a PFI either.
Hence, a size-(k+1) candidate PFI can be pruned out when
any size-k subset of the candidate is not contained in a set
of size-k PFIs. If some candidates can be pruned out, they
are deleted from the set of size-(k + 1) candidate PFIs.

3.3.2 Extracting PFIs
In order to reveal whether or not an itemset X is a PFI,

the SPMF of X needs to be computed, and is assigned to
Equation 1. As can be seen, the computation of SPMFs
is the most computationally expensive part of the pApri-
ori algorithm. Thus, it is important to efficiently compute
the SPMFs. Sun et al. proposed two algorithms, dynamic
programming approach and divide and conquer approach.
Here, we only describe the latter algorithm, because it is
known to be more efficient.

The algorithm takes a UTDB T and an itemset X as its
input, and returns the SPMF of X. If T contains only one
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transaction, it just computes the SPMF of the transaction
and returns the result. If T contains two or more transac-
tions, it horizontally partitions T into two UTDBs (T1 and
T2), and recursively applies the same algorithm to them.
Having finished the computation for T1 and T2, it combines
the resulting SPMFs into one SPMF, and returns the SPMF
as output.
The point here is that two SPMFs are efficiently combined

into one as a convolution. Let supT1(X) and supT2(X) be
the support of X in T1 and T2, respectively, and let sup(X)
be supT1(X) + supT2(X). In addition, let f1

X and f2
X be

the PMF of supT1(X) and supT2(X), respectively. Since
supT1(X) and supT2(X) are independent random variables,
the PMF of sup(X), fX , is

fX(k) =

k∑
i=0

f1
X(i) · f2

x(k − i). (2)

This is the convolution of f1
X and f2

X , denoted by f1
X ∗ f2

X .
Although a näıve algorithm of the convolution has O(n2)
time, it is improved to O(n logn) time with the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) algorithm.

3.3.3 Pruning
Since the computational complexity of SPMFs is high, it

is desirable to prune infrequent itemsets without comput-
ing the SPMFs. Let cnt(X) be the number of transactions
that contain an itemset X in a UTDB T regardless of the
existential probabilities. In addition, let esup(X) be the ex-
pected support of X. Sun et al. have proven the following
two lemmas [12].

Lemma 2. If cnt(X) < minsup, then an itemset X is not
a PFI.

Lemma 3. Let µ = esup(X) and σ = (minsup − µ −
1) / µ. Then, X is not a PFI if,

• σ ≥ 2e− 1 and 2−σµ < minprob, or

• 0 < σ < 2e− 1 and exp
(−σ2µ

4

)
< minprob.

In order to prune the itemset X, we scan the UTDB T
and obtain cnt(X) and esup(X). Then, the lemmas are used
to prune X. Pruning is more efficient than computing the
SPMFs, because the time complexity of the pruning process
is O(|T |).
Besides, if a transaction does not contain the itemset X,

we can ignore the transaction when computing the SPMF of
X. Therefore, if we remember the transactions that contain
X when counting cnt(X), the time complexity of computing
the SPMFs is reduced to O(cnt(X) · log(cnt(X))).

4. PROBABILISTIC FREQUENT ITEMSET
MINING USING GPGPU

Although the above mentioned pApriori algorithm achieved
an efficient way of mining PFIs, even better performance is
desirable when dealing with huge databases. To this end,
we exploit GPGPU for its high parallelism. It is well known
that conditional branches make GPGPU applications slow
down. Therefore, we must develop algorithms that have
branches as few as possible.

We now describe a method for mining PFIs using GPGPU.
In Section 4.1, we outline the method. Then, Sections 4.2
and 4.3 describe the algorithm in detail.

4.1 Overview
We aim at improving performance of the pApriori algo-

rithm exploiting the massive parallelism of GPU. Here, we
assume that items in transactions are denoted as integer
values.

We represent a UTDB T using three (1-dimensional) ar-
rays on GPU.

1. an array of transactions which can be obtained by con-
catenating all transactions.

2. an array of pairs of indexes each of which indicates the
start and end indexes of each transaction in the first
array.

3. an array of existential probabilities each of which rep-
resents the existential probability of the corresponding
transaction.

The size of each array is
∑

t∈T |t|, |T |+ 1, and |T |, respec-
tively.

We use an array of integers for representing itemsets,
PFIs, or candidate PFIs. A size-k itemset is stored in an
integer array of size-k. Now, let Sk be a set of size-k item-
sets. Then, Sk is stored in an integer array of size

∑
s∈Sk

|s|
in the following way. The first itemset in Sk is stored in the
array from 0 to k − 1, and the second itemset is stored in
the array from k to 2 ·k−1. In other words, The ith itemset
occupies the elements from (i− 1) · k to i · k − 1.

Our implementation basically follows the workflow of the
pApriori algorithm. We first allocate memory on GPU to
accommodate a UTDB and SPMFs, and transfer the arrays
of the UTDB to the memory. Then, the following process is
repeated until no additional PFIs are detected, in the same
way as the pApriori algorithm. GPU memory is allocated to
store size-k candidate PFIs and size-k PFIs. The size-k can-
didate PFIs are generated from size-(k − 1) PFIs on GPU.
Next, we compute the SPMF of each size-k candidate PFI
and extract size-k PFIs from the candidates. These size-k
PFIs are copied from the GPU memory to main memory.
Note that k is one at the first iteration, and size-1 candi-
date PFIs are not generated from size(k − 1) PFIs because
the each size-1 candidate PFI is an itemset whose element
is merely one item in the UTDB. k increments after each
iteration.

In Section 4.2, we describe an algorithm that generate
candidate PFIs. Section 4.3 explains an algorithm for com-
puting SPMFs.

4.2 Generating Candidate PFIs on GPU
Algorithm 1 shows the algorithm for generating candidate

PFIs. Although its structure is similar to that of pApriori,
the details are different to adapt to GPGPU.

First, it allocates an integer array on GPU that can store
all candidate PFIs, i.e., an array of size (k+1)·

(|Lk|
2

)
(line 1).

Then, it checks in parallel that pairs in the set of PFIs Lk

are joinable. If so, Xi and Xj are combined into a candidate
PFI, and the candidate PFI is stored in the array at an
index corresponding to i and j (lines 9–10). Otherwise, −1
is assigned to the array at the index to indicate that the
candidate is not a PFI (line 12). If it is confirmed that
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Algorithm 1 Candidate Generation on GPU

Input: a set of size-k PFIs Lk

1: Ck+1 : an integer array of size (k+1) · |Lk| ·(|Lk|−1) / 2
2: // Merging phase
3: for i = 0 to |Lk| − 1 in parallel do
4: for j = i+ 1 to |Lk| − 1 do
5: idx = i · (|Lk| − 1− (i+ 1) / 2) + j − 1
6: // Xi is the i+ 1th PFI in Lk

7: if Xi and Xj are joinable then
8: // Yj .itemk is the kth item in Yj

9: c = Xi ∪ Yj .itemk

10: Ck+1[idx · (k + 1)..] = c
11: else
12: Ck+1[idx · (k + 1)] = −1
13: end if
14: end for
15: end for
16: // Pruning phase
17: for i = 0 to |Ck+1| − 1 in parallel do
18: // ci is the i+ 1th candidate PFI in Ck+1

19: for all size-k subset s of ci do
20: if s 6∈ Lk then
21: Ck+1[i · (k + 1)] = −1
22: end if
23: end for
24: end for

Lk does not contain any size-k subset of a candidate, −1 is
assigned to the array at the index of the candidate as the
previous way (line 21).
By allocating the array that stores all size-(k + 1) can-

didate PFIs, we can generate the candidate PFIs with few
conditional branches in parallel despite being inefficient in
memory utilization.

4.3 Computing SPMFs on GPU
Since the computation of SPMFs is the most computa-

tionally intensive part of the pApriori algorithm, we must
efficiently parallelize this computation. Algorithm 2 shows
the algorithm for computing the SPMFs using GPGPU.
In the beginning of the algorithm, an array of size 4 ·

2dlog2 |T |e, denoted by fX , is allocated (lines 1–2). Then,
each GPU thread computes the SPMF of X in a UTDB
consisting of one transaction. These SPMFs are stored in
fX (lines 6–7). The reason that the size of fX is 4 ·2dlog2 |T |e

is as following:

1. The number of SPMFs in fX must be the power of
two in order to combine the SPMFs into one SPMF
with repeated convolutions (i.e., to reduce the number
of conditional branches).

2. Making the size of each SPMF the power of two is
beneficial to the performance of FFT [17].

Since the size of SPMFs is 2 · size, zero padding (padding
empty elements with zero) is carried out if necessary (line
16). Then, the convolutions of two adjacent SPMFs on fX
are processed (line 18). To compute the convolution, We use
CUFFT, which is the CUDA Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
library [17]. The CUFFT library provides a simple inter-
face for computing parallel FFTs on an NVIDIA GPU. it
employs the Cooley-Tukey algorithm to reduce the number

Algorithm 2 SPMF computation using GPGPU

Input: an itemset X and a UTDB T
1: n = 2dlog2 |T |e // the number of SPMFs
2: fX : an array of size 4 · n
3: for i = 0 to n− 1 in parallel do
4: if i < |T | then
5: // Ti is the (i+ 1)th transaction in T
6: fX [4 · i] = the probability that Ti does not contain

X
7: fX [4 · i+ 1] = the probability that Ti contains X
8: else
9: fX [4 · i] = 0
10: fX [4 · i+ 1] = 0
11: end if
12: end for
13: // the size of each SPMF
14: size = 2
15: while n > 1 do
16: ZeroPadding(fX , n, size)
17: size = 2 · size
18: Compute the convolutions of two adjacent SPMFs on

fX in parallel
19: n = n/2
20: end while

of required operations and to optimize the performance of
particular transform sizes. The performance of any trans-
form size that can be factored as 2a ∗ 3b ∗ 5c ∗ 7d (where
a, b, c, and d are non-negative integers) is optimized in the
CUFFT library. By storing the SPMFs in one array with
the same size, we can also use batch execution that is a fea-
ture of CUFFT. Due to the batch execution, GPU’s massive
parallelism is fully utilized. As a result, FFTs are efficiently
applied to all the SPMFs in parallel.

These processes continue until the number of SPMFs be-
comes one. The result is an array that is stored in the array
from fX [0] to fX [|T |]. The algorithm of zero padding is
shown in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 ZeroPadding

Input: an array of SPMFs fX , the number of SPMFs n,
the size of SPMFs size

1: for i = 0 to n− 1 in parallel do
2: idx = bi/sizec · size+ i+ size
3: fX [idx] = 0
4: end for

Figure 2 shows the calculation process of the SPMF of
{music} in Table 1. f1

{music}, f2
{music}, . . ., denote the

SPMFs of {music} in T1, T2, . . ., respectively. The shaded
area indicates elements that are updated with the previous
operation.

When we want to decide whether a candidate is a PFI
or not, we first compute the SPMFs of transactions for the
candidate. Then, we count the values cnt and esup, which
are used for future pruning as explained in Section 3.3.3.
For this, we examine each SPMF, and if the probability
that the support is one is not zero, update cnt and esup,
i.e., increment cnt by one and add the probability to esup. If
the candidate cannot be pruned, the SPMF of the candidate
is computed with the above algorithm, and is assigned to
Equation 1. If it is verified that the candidate is not a PFI,
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Table 2: Characteristics of datasets.
Dataset #Items Avg. size of transaction #Transactions Density

T40I10D100K 942 39.6 100,000 4.2%
Accidents 468 33.8 340,183 7.2%
connect 129 43 67,557 33.3%

Figure 2: Calculation process of the SPMF of
{music}.

−1 is assigned to the candidate array as in Section 4.2.

5. EXPERIMENTS
In this experiments, we evaluate the performance of our

parallelized method running on GPU with the original non-
parallelized pApriori running on CPU.

5.1 Experimental Setup
We have implemented our method using CUDA on a Quadro

FX 4800 GPU, which has 24 multiprocessors consisting of
eight core processors with 1.20 GHz. We have also run the
pApriori algorithm on a Intel Xeon CPU with 2.53 GHz.
We use three datasets. Table 2 summarizes characteristics

of the datasets. The density of a dataset is computed as
the average length of transactions divided by the number of
items.
The first dataset, called T40I10D100K, is a synthetic dataset

generated by IBM data generator [22]. The average size of
transactions, the number of items, and the dataset size are
40, 942, and 100, 000, respectively. The existential proba-
bilities are given by a uniform distribution between (0, 1].
minsup is set to be 1.5% if not specified.
The second dataset, called Accidents, is a real dataset that

is accessible on Frequent Itemset Mining Implementations
(FIMI) Repository[18]. The average size of transactions,
the number of items, and the dataset size are 34, 468, and
340,000, respectively. The existential probabilities are given
by a normal distribution with mean 0.5 and variance 0.02.
minsup is set to be 35% if not specified.
The third dataset, called connect, is a real dataset that is

also accessible on FIMI Repository[18]. The average size of
transactions, the number of items, and the dataset size is 43,

129, and 67,000, respectively. The existential probabilities
are given by a uniform distribution between (0, 1]. minsup
is set to be 48% if not specified.

For all the datasets, minprob is set to be 0.5.

5.2 Experimental Results

5.2.1 Computing SPMFs
On each dataset, we have measured running times for

computing the SPMFs of size-k PFIs, and computed the
average of the times. Table 3 summarizes the results.

Our method on GPU outperform the pApriori algorithm
on CPU by a factor of 52 to 78 on non-sparse datasets, Ac-
cidents and connect. On the other hand, the speedup of
our method is only 2 to 4 over the pApriori algorithm on
sparse dataset T40I10D100K. The reasons for this behav-
ior are considered as follows: When computing the SPMF
of an itemset X, pApriori ignores a transaction which does
not contain X. In other words, pApriori use only cnt(X)
SPMFs. Since cnt(X) is likely to be a low value on sparse
datasets, pApriori compute far fewer convolutions. Conse-
quently, our GPU method and CPU pApriori become similar
performance.

By contrast, cnt(X) tend to be a high value on dense
datasets, and many convolutions must be computed. As
a result, the massive parallelism of GPU can be effective.
Although Accidents is not a dense dataset, cnt becomes
very high values between 200, 000 and 300, 000. Thus, our
method is much faster than pApriori on Accidents.

5.2.2 Mining PFIs
We have measured the running time for mining PFIs on

each dataset with varying dataset size and minsup. The
results is shown in Figures 3 and 4. The result on connect
is omitted, because it is similar to the result on Accidents.

Figure 3 shows the result on Accidents. Our method on
GPU is up to 30 times faster than pApriori on CPU. This
is because the time of computing SPMFs is greatly reduced
by using our method, as shown in the last experiment.

Figure 4 shows the result on T40I10D100K. On the con-
trary to the cases of the other datasets, our method is up
to 17 times slower than pApriori. The possible reasons are:
In our method, the SPMF of each transaction is computed
at first. Then the values cnt and esup are calculated. Since
the computation of the SPMF of each transaction on GPU is
slow, it takes much time to prune candidate PFIs. On sparse
datasets, such as T40I10D100K, many candidates PFIs ap-
pear and need to be pruned. In addition, the running time
for computing the SPMFs on GPU is similar to pApriori on
this dataset. For these reasons, our method is slower than
pApriori on T40I10D100K.

In summary, due to the significant speedup of SPMF com-
putation, our method outperforms the pApriori algorithm
by a factor of 10 to 30 on non-sparse datasets. On the
other hand, since the speedup can be only up to 4 on sparse
datasets, our method is up to 17 times less efficient than the
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Table 3: Running times for computing SPMFs.
Dataset #Items CPU (ms) GPU (ms) Speedup

T40I10D100K 1 68.4 17.9 3.8
2 33.2 18.0 1.8

Accidents 1 5335 68.3 78.1
5 3758 72.3 52.0

connect 1 1043 17.5 59.6
5 1041 18.5 56.3
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Figure 3: Experiments on Accidents.
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Figure 4: Experiments on T40I10D100K.

pApriori algorithm.

6. RELATED WORK
Uncertain databases have recently attracted increasing at-

tention from database research community. There is a lot of
work for modeling, querying, and mining uncertain data [3,
4, 5, 12] (see a survey by Aggarwal et al. [1] for details and
more information). Association rule mining is one of the
major research topics in this area.
The association rule mining problem was firstly intro-

duced by Agrawal et al. [2]. They developed the well-known
Apriori algorithm. Han et al. [8] proposed a more efficient
algorithm, FP-growth. Kuok et al. [10] examined associa-
tion rules on fuzzy sets. For uncertain databases, Chui et
al. [5] proposed the U-Apriori algorithm which computes
the expected support of itemsets by summing up all itemset
probabilities. Later, Bernecker et al. [4] found that the use of
expected support may result in missing important itemsets.
Instead, they consider the probability that an itemset is fre-
quent. While [4, 5] deal with the uncertain data model that
assume each item in transactions is associated with a con-
fidence value, Sun et al. [12] consider the tuple-uncertainty
model, where each transaction has an existential probability.
GPGPU is another hot research topic, and has been paid

attention from database community as well as high perfor-
mance computing researchers. Govindaraju et al. [7] pre-
sented GPUTeraSort that uses a GPU as a co-processor to
sort databases with billions of records. He et al. [9] devel-
oped relational join algorithms for GPGPU. Frequent item-
set mining from “certain” databases on GPU was studied
by Fang et al. [6]. Additional information can be found in a
survey by Owens et al. [11].
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study about

frequent itemset mining from uncertain databases using
GPGPU.

7. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a method for probabilistic frequent
itemset mining using GPGPU based on the pApriori algo-
rithm. We have implemented the method using CUDA on
GPU and have compared the performance with the original
pApriori algorithm on CPU. We observed that our method
outperforms the pApriori algorithm by a factor of 10 to 30
on non-sparse datasets. However, on sparse datasets, our
method is up to 17 times slower than the pApriori algo-
rithm.

As the future works, we plan to improve the performance
when dealing with sparse datasets. To achieve this goal, it
is necessary to efficiently prune candidate PFIs. We are also
considering development of a CPU-GPU hybrid method. To
this end, we need to develop a cost estimation model to
choose appropriate algorithm depending on the characteris-
tics of dataset.
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